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Summarv:
The Customization
Team met and discussed the
process and metrics we should use when evaluating proposed
custom versions of SPC products.
We aqreed to circulate the
rough proposal we developed for comments. and provide the
final proposal to the management team which will be updating
the PLC in the near future.
-----------------------------------------------------------ream members and CC List:
The followino is a preliminarv proposal for an amendment to
the Product Life Cvcle document.
this amendment covers the
crocess and ouidelines for doing custom versions of SPC
products.
Your comments would be appreciated.
Please
forward vour inputs to me by the end of the week. 11/7/86.
-------------------------------------------------------------

Users have become more demanding as th~ir choices have
expanded.
As a result. we are getting more and more
requests for special enhancements to our products.
The
following set of definitions and steps are intending as
guidelines for deciding to do custom versions. and for
managing the process.
1.

CAtEGORIES

fhere are two basic categories

of custom

products:

an Retail versions are special changes to products
that roll into the standard retail products under a new
ver.sion number (i.e.. 1.01. 1.1212). Typically. this
category covers additional peripheral or system
support. or conversion utilities for other software.
A kev difference from the other tvpe of custom product
is that there are no changes to the manual, package. or
disk label.
Also. other customers miqht benefit from
the change.
b. Custom versions are chanoes that cannot roll into
the retail product because they do not apply to other
customers.
This type involves a separate SKU. and is
treated like an OEM sale.
Because of the Lab. support and manufacturing costs
associated with custom versions. our objective is to
avoid them unless verv profitable.
'.0avoid f~nancial

risk. a custom version will only be developed
to a P.O." iust as if it were an OEM sale.
DISTINGUISHING

and built

VERSIONS

80th types of custom
o~her versions.

products

must be distinguishable

from

a. Retail versions will be distinguished two ways.
The program itself (by typing "V" at the main menu"),
and the slipcase (on the bottom) will show the version
number.
All of the product lines should use the same
method for identifying versions.
b. Custom versions will have a unique version number.
using the same identifiers as retail, plus thev will
also have unique disk labels and. probably. manuals.
Depending on the customer, there may be other
differences from the retail version.

3.

IMPACT

Both the teams and the sales force must understand the full
impact of custom work on the lonq term profitabilitv of SPC.

a.

b.

4.

Pro - Increased sales
Long-term strategic partnerships
Strong relationships with corporate
evaluators
Con - Opportunity costs (takes resources away from
new products)
Resource conflicts
Increased costs and expenses - all
departments

APPROVAL

PROCESS

The process for approval
version will be:

of a special

retail or custom

a. The RSM starts the process. and is the champion for
the special version.
Requests for custom work that
come into SPC through other departments. i.e.. Product
Support, should be funnel led to the RSM.
The RSM assembles the following information
proposal to the Product Manaeer:
i
ii
iii
.

.

ivy

v.

vi.

.

for their

Name of company
Potential volume (forecast)
Timine of shipments (forecast)
Prioritized list of requested changes (as
detailed as possible)
RSMs judgement on whether the changes will
make a difference to the sale. and which
items in the list are key to the sale.
An understanding with the customer that they
will have to purchase Premium Support.

b.
The Product Manaqer reviews the proposal with the
RSM and does the first screening.
This may involve
checkinq for workarounds or misunderstandings
about the
product. or clarifying the request directly with the
customer.

c.

fhe

Sect

i em

1"lanaCl~r-

sizes the oroiect.

reviews

the

financial and strategic trade offs. and makes the final
decision whether to approve the proiect.
fhis mav
involve looking for alternatives such as outside
consultants, or reviewino the technical feasibility and
schedule impact with the Proiect Manager and Lab
Manager.
The Section Manaoer is responsible for
oetting inputs from the appropriate people.
d.
If approved. the project is ~ut on the R&D schedule
so it will be correctly forecasted throuqhout the
company, and the Product Team takes over the
implementation.
e. When the retail version is available to ship. the
RSM takes over as champion. personal Iv submitting the
initial and following orders.
rhe dealer, or customer
if direct, must order by version number.
EVALUATION
rhe metrics for evaluatinq
reviewed are:

a.

1st screening

A proposal
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

whether

(Product

a proposal

will be

Manager):

will be reviewed if it involves:
A site license
A $75.000 PFS sale or a $100.000 Harvard sale
DCA installations
Issues of important technical interest
(including bug fixes for major customers)
Issues of strategic importance to future
sales

b. Final screenin~ - lhe profitabilitv of the proposal
will be compared to the profitabilitv of the
alternative use of the resources (the opportunity
cost).

6.

MANUFACTURING

Manufacturina makes the decision
a new retail version.
7.

GETTING

whether

to build vs. redupe

IT TO THE CUSTOMER

Setting up an agreement with the customer/dealer to get the
retail version to the customer is the responsibility of the
RSM.
a. Custom versions. those made specially for one
customer onlv~ will only be built to a P.O., and will
be shipped direct to the customer.
This is the easiest
case for the RSM.
b. Retail versions. those rolling into the standard
product inventory. are more complex to manaae.
Before the learnbegins work on the special version. the
RSM should have an agreement outlined with the
customer/dealer
to manaoe the purchase and distribution
0+ the special version - both from SPC to the customer.
and within the corporation.
i. Direct:
If the product is being sold direct.
then manufacturina will ship direct.
This is the

simplest case for the RSM.
Later purchases
also be purchased direct, if possible.

should

ii. Dealer:
If the product is being purchased
through a dealer. manufacturing can either:
- Ship direct to the customer. and the dealer
receives a commission ,from SPC.

I

- Ship the product to the dealer. and the
purchase ooes through normal retail channels.
In all
future
whv we
normal
time.

8.

cases. the customer must understand how to order
volumes.
The RSM is responsible for explaining
cannot guarantee a special version through the
retail channels because of the shipment lag

SUPPOR!

10 help to defrav the added expenses of special versions.
and to insure that the customer oets the right version. we
will require that the customer purchase Premium Support.
The RSM should evaluate whether the customer needs more than
one contact person. depending on whether their internal user
support is centrally or decentrallv organized.
Pricino of Premium Support is based on the number 0+
contacts.
The RSM should work with the Product Support
manager to put together the optimal package for the
customer.
Ie usual 90-dav
buying a special
version. either
product through
correct version
replacement fee
Command:

read 44

warranty applies for the customer who is
version.
Should they get the wrong
by our error or because they bought the
retail. we will replace the disk with the
free for 90 days. or for the standard
thereafter.
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It would be fine to contact

DuPont.

My contr-8ct

ther-e is:

Rodney Gr-umbine
Field Sales Automation
(302) 992-5160
r am scheduled to follow UD with him this week (follow up to
a meeting I had with him 2 wks ago) so I will mention that
YOU will be calling next week.
Command:
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